adidas – Euro 2012 – Rafal Murawski
How did you feel when you found out that Poland and Ukraine would be hosting the European
Championship?
Of course I was very happy, because it brings new possibilities for Poland. We are not heavily promoted
in other countries. So it’s very positive for Poland and its development.
What you think the atmosphere in National Stadium in Warsaw will be like?
I think the atmosphere will be amazing. We count on our fans and we believe they will help us achieve
our goal. I haven’t played at the National Stadium yet, so I hope the first time will be during the
Championship and I’m very much looking forward to.
What you think about the atmosphere in Poland before EURO?
I think we have a very nice country and I think a lot of people will come to Poland for the Championships
and really like it. We are a very hospitable nation, and I hope we will show that during Euro 2012 games
in Poland. In terms of games I also believe in our success. We just came back from very hard preparation
camp and we are full of faith and hope to succeed.
Can you tell us about your experiences of playing for Poland? What match do you remember the most?
My debut match in Brussels against Belgium was a special moment for me, one I’ll never forget. I think
it’s the game I remember the most from my whole career.
Who are the teams to look out for during Euro?
I think Spain have a great chance of lifting the trophy again, they are defending Champions and a great
side.
Who are the players to look out for during the tournament?
I hope it will be someone from Poland! Of course the players on the Spanish team, especially their
defenders. They are key players for this team.
Your first game is against Greece, what do you think of them as a team and what do you think the Polish
team need to do to beat them?
I think Greece are a very good and technically advanced team. But we know that they have some
weaknesses and we will try and exploit them during the game.

